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Sports are no exception, as teams, leagues, and individual players have used social media to create
relationships with consumers 9,  This exploratory research study examined how Major League Baseball teams
were using Instagram to demonstrate their charitable efforts. If the goal of social media is to engage fans,
speaking directly to the target audience should provide further ideas as to how teams can showcase their work
in the community. Duggan, M. CSR and environmental responsibility: motives and pressures to adopt green
management practices. However, results also demonstrate that fans are not engaging with likes and comments
on these posts as much as they do with other types of postings. Research question two asked about how fans
were engaging with charitable posts and hashtags. Instagram today: million windows to the world. Posts that
contained video had their web address recorded and saved into a separate document in order to watch the
video during coding. While it is possible that teams were completing charitable activities, their Instagram
feeds were not reflecting this effort. The social network is one of the fastest growing in the world, with over
million global users. Sport and social media research: A review. Share This! Sport Management Review.
Charitable posts that were photos had a higher numbers of likes 5, This does not mean that social media
coordinators should move away from charity-related posts. Teams can strengthen their relationships within the
community in which they operate through financial donations to foundations  Varadarajan, P. Cause-related
marketing CRM : The influence of donation proximity and message-framing cues on the less-involved
consumer. In addition, research tends to focus on trends across organizations in terms of why and how sports
organizations are adopting CSR  Major League Baseball teams must, like any business with their charitable
efforts, find a way to optimize consumer interest in these efforts at similar levels to what their on-field posts
generate. While charity has long been a part of Major League Baseball, the social network Instagram is a
relatively new addition. Academy of Management Review, 32 3 ,  Take major college basketball as an
example. A limitation of this study is that only one sports league is featured and it is at the highest level in the
United States. Will it be pro? Categorized as sponsorships, CRM includes profit-motivated giving and
provides firms with an opportunity to contribute to nonprofit organizations while also increasing their bottom
line by connecting those contributions to sales 7, 12, and  International Journal of Sport Communication, 7 2.
Pronschinske, M. It would involve tending explicitly to multiple outcomes. Journal of Advertising, 36 4 ,  As
of the season, every Major League Baseball team has an account that posts pictures and videos for the
thousands of fans who follow these accounts to see. Will it be a team? Given the importance of the role of
CSR in the professional sports industry, CSR has also gained growing attention from sports management 
Cause-Related sport sponsorship: An assessment of spectator beliefs, attitudes, and behavioral intentions. Why
twitter displaces broadcast sports media: a model.


